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radhakrishnan spent seven years at the university of cambridge. he was an avid student of the historical progress of science in the west. now his sense of cultural confidence and his understanding of hinduism were enriched. and by studying the western systems of thought of the 19th century, he would be able to further enrich his understanding of hinduism. from cambridge, radhakrishnan returned to india and a position as professor of philosophy at presidency college in madras (now chennai). there he began his monumental work in philosophy and indian thought. he worked in close association with sarvepalli radhakrishnan, the president of the indian philosophic society and internationally recognized authority on indian philosophy.
radhakrishnan studied the great upanishads, mbhaskara vedanta, and other aspects of indian thought with the leading authorities of his time. this was the formative period of radhakrishnan's career as a philosopher, and the years immediately after his return from cambridge are critical to an understanding of his interpretation of indian thought. the realization of how radically different the hindu view of the world is from western thought came to him here. he studied the relation between the vedanta and the western spiritual search for liberation and integrated the studies of ancient indian thought with the new science of the time. 'sanskrit philosophy in the light of modern knowledge" is his first landmark publication in this area. this work brings

together radhakrishnan's researches on ancient indian thought with the current philosophical discoveries of the west. radhakrishnans blending of the new with the old is striking. he assimilates the new findings, and reconciles them with ancient indian thought. it is also interesting that radhakrishnan begins his book with the question of whether vedantas teachings have any relevance for the human condition. his answer is that "there is a unity in indian thought which is not to be found elsewhere in ancient or modem thought."
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according to radhakrishnan, intuition differs from imagination in that the latter is not an experience of the past, but a projection into the future. intuition is a direct realization of reality in the present, and is implicit in all creative acts. subconscious intuition is manifested in works of art, and in our
creative activities in general. we can observe intuition at work in those works of art whose'style' arises from subconscious inspiration in its source. the most accurate method of study of any subject is to learn to recognize what is implied in it, and to see what are its essential points. philosophy, in the
true sense of the word, is the science of things implied in other things (ivl 108). the key to success in any subject is to free oneself from prejudices and to practice a dispassionate and lucid analysis. one must be willing to abandon whatever conclusions one happens to arrive at until one has reached
the truth, or to maintain the opinion one has reached as long as the truth is not revealed (ivl 110). a proposition held firmly by the mind is called a conviction. on the other hand, a conviction which is subject to the changing fluctuations of opinion is called a prejudice. conventional appearances have
certain essential relations which the intuitive insight cannot overlook. it finds hidden relationships of cause and effect. a few modern mathematicians, who get glimpses of truth at rare intervals, have brought out the point that cause and effect cannot be deduced from the arbitrary connection of the
terms of a mathematical equation (ivl 104). in the same manner, intuition is superior to what we call induction. for it goes far back into the past and the future, since these cannot be known intuitively. all the concrete development of india is an illustration of the conclusion that intuition is superior to
the inductive method. the conclusion of intuition is that all past phenomena can be traced to an original cause. the conclusion of the inductive method is that all past phenomena can be traced to no cause (ivl 103). in the same manner, logic is a tool for checking conclusions, and not for establishing
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